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ABSTRACT: Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are a rapidly growing therapeutic platform for the
treatment of cancer. ADCs consist of a cytotoxic small molecule drug linked to an antibody to provide
targeted delivery of the cytotoxic agent to the tumor. Understanding the pharmacokinetics (PK) and
pharmacodynamics (PD) of ADCs is crucial in their design to optimize dose and regimen, to maxi-
mize efficacy and to minimize toxicity in patients. Significant progress has been made in recent years
in this area, however, many fundamental questions still remain. This review discusses factors to con-
sider while assessing the disposition of ADCs, and the unique challenges associated with these therapeu-
tics. Current tools that are available and strategies to enable appropriate assessment are also discussed.
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are a rapidly
growing biotherapeutic platform for the treatment
of cancer that provides targeted delivery of a cyto-
toxic drug to the tumor cell [1–3]. Two ADCs have
been approved recently by the FDA: Kadcyla®
(ado-trastuzumab emtansine) for the treatment
of HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer, and
Adcetris® (brentuximab vedotin) for the treatment
of Hodgkin lymphoma and systemic anaplastic
large cell lymphoma. Several more ADCs are at
various stages of development from the preclinical
to clinical pipeline [4,5]. Three main components
of an ADC are (i) a cytotoxic drug, (ii) a monoclo-
nal antibody and (iii) a linker that attaches these
two components together. Some of the desirable
features of an ADC include a monoclonal antibody
that is targeted to a tumor specific antigen (or
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expressed at higher levels on the tumor vs.
normal cells), and is internalized upon binding to
the target, a highly potent cytotoxic drug that is
stable at physiological pH, and a linker that is sta-
ble in circulation but releases the active drug in the
cell upon internalization of the antigen–antibody
complex. Types of currently used cytotoxic drugs,
linkers and conjugation chemistries are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Considerable efforts are ongoing to understand
the optimal characteristics needed for an antibody-
drug conjugate in order to maximize its efficacy,
while minimizing its toxicity. Several aspects of
an ADC can influence its pharmacokinetics (PK)
(i.e. distribution, metabolism/catabolism, excre-
tion) as well as its pharmacodynamics (PD).
These include the antibody component, type of
linker, site of conjugation, drug to antibody ratio
(DAR) and the properties of the cytotoxic agent
including its mechanism of action, potential for
efflux and metabolite profile [6–11]. The aspects
of the antibody component that could impact
PK are similar to that of the naked antibody,
and include antigen binding, target mediated
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Table 1. Types of currently used ADC components

Component Type Desired characteristics

Payloads Microtubule inhibitors Potent cytotoxic amenable to linking
• Auristatins (MMAE, MMAF)
• Maytansinoids (DM1, DM4)
DNA-damaging agents
• Calicheamicin
• Ducaramycins
• Pyrrolobenzodiazepines (PBD)
RNA polymerase (alpha-amanitin)

Linkers Cleavable Stable in circulation but released in tumor
• Protease cleavable e.g. valine-citruline
• Acid labile e.g. hydrazone
• Disulfide linkers e.g. SPDB, SPP
Non-cleavable (e.g. MCC)

Conjugation chemistry Via lysine residues Homogenous mixture, stable
Via cysteines derived from reduced interchain disulfides
Site specific conjugation
• Engineered cysteines
• Unnatural amino acids
• Enzymatic conjugation

References: [1–3], [7–11].
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drug disposition, tissue distribution, immunoge-
nicity, binding to FcRn, effector functions, aggre-
gation, etc.
The stability of the linker which is dependent on

the type of linker, as well as the site and type of
conjugation, can impact ADC clearance. The type
of linker (cleavable vs. non-cleavable) can also im-
pact the metabolite/catabolite profile of an ADC,
which could lead to differences in its activity. An-
other important aspect that impacts PK is the drug
to antibody ratio of the ADC that can be manipu-
lated by different conjugation chemistry [10,11].
Two main types of cytotoxic agents used with
the current ADCs are microtubule inhibitors
(auristatins, maytansinoids) and DNA-damaging
agents. The different mechanisms of action of
these cytotoxic drugs can have an effect on the
PK drivers of efficacy and toxicity of the ADC.
Gaining a mechanistic understanding of the phar-
macokinetics (PK) and disposition of ADCs can
help us to take advantage of the opportunity to
increase the safety window of an ADC. However,
this complex molecule offers multiple challenges
to assess its PK. While there has been a lot of prog-
ress in understanding the PK of ADCs, many
questions still remain. This review discusses key
PK findings for different types of ADCs in devel-
opment, challenges associated with PK characteri-
zation, and the strategies and technologies being
used to address these issues.
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
Mechanism of Antibody-Drug Conjugate
disposition

The pharmacokinetics of an antibody drug conju-
gate is driven primarily by its antibody compo-
nent rather than its small molecule component,
and is characterized by its slow clearance, long
half-life and limited tissue distribution [12]. The
proposed mechanism of ADC disposition in vivo
is shown in Figure 1 [1,6]. The ADC binds to its
target on tumor cells and is internalized via
receptor-mediated endocytosis. Upon internaliza-
tion of the ADC–antigen complex, it goes from
the endosome to the lysosome, where the cyto-
toxic drug is released from the ADC in these intra-
cellular compartments and causes cell death. The
process of cytotoxic drug release from an ADC
can occur via deconjugation, where the linker is
cleaved to release the drug, or via catabolism
where the entire ADC is degraded by proteolysis,
thereby releasing the drug [1,6]. Depending on the
stability of the linker, deconjugation and release of
the cytotoxic drug can take place in the systemic
circulation (unstable linker) and/or inside the cell
(stable linker). The site of drug release has a huge
impact on its toxicity profile and the main ratio-
nale for an ADC therapeutic is to have the drug re-
leased in the target tumor cell and not in the
systemic circulation. However, toxicity could also
result from drug release in normal cells following
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of ADC disposition. Upon binding to its target antigen on tumor cell, the ADC is internalized via
receptor-mediated endocytosis and trafficked from the endosome to the lysosome. The cytotoxic drug is released from the ADC
by either deconjugation or catabolism in these intracellular compartments. The released cytotoxic drug then binds to its target
and causes cell death
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either target-mediated uptake in normal cells (if the
target is expressed on normal cells) and/or non-
specific uptake (target-independent uptake) of
ADCs via pinocytosis [6]. Hence it is critical to un-
derstand ADC disposition and its relationship to
efficacy and toxicity.
The key aspects that need to be investigated to

characterize the pharmacokinetics of an ADC
include:

(i) Deconjugation: suitable linker stability to de-
liver the ADC to the target but sufficient labil-
ity to release the active drug once internalized.

(ii) In vivo exposure, preclinally in the efficacy
and toxicity species, as well as clinically in
patients: the choice of analytes to be mea-
sured is important and is discussed in more
detail in the section below.

(iii) Tissue distribution: assess target and non-
target tissues that the ADC can distribute to,
and the accumulation in those tissues.

(iv) Catabolite/metabolite profile: assess what is
released, their activity, profile in various tis-
sues and major routes of elimination.
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
(v) Other important assessments include drug
efflux, drug–drug interactions, exposure–
response analysis, immunogenicity and the
effect of organ impairment on PK: these as-
sessments can help to adjust the dose in pa-
tients to maintain an appropriate exposure.

In addition, assessing the impact of conjugation
on the PK, i.e. site of conjugation, type of conjuga-
tion, linker chemistry, as well as the physicochem-
ical properties of the cytotoxic, can further the
understanding of structure–activity relationships
and help to improve ADC design.
Challenges in Pharmacokinetics Assess-
ment of ADCs

Due to the complex structure of ADCs, the charac-
terization of PK and the types of mechanistic
studies are different from that used for small mol-
ecules. The pharmacokinetics of ADC is more sim-
ilar to its large molecule component, i.e. the naked
antibody in terms of target-mediated clearance,
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
DOI: 10.1002/bdd
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FcRn recycling, Fc gamma interactions and immu-
nogenicity. Antibody-drug conjugates also have
limited distribution into tissues, similar to naked
antibodies, and it is important to assess tissue
distribution to explore the relationship between
tissue concentrations and activity. Some of the
challenges in characterizing the PK of ADCs are
discussed below.

Limited in vitro assays

Unlike small molecules that have validated in vitro
systems to assess ADME (absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion), the currently available
systems are not easily applicable or relevant to
large molecule therapeutics, such as naked anti-
bodies and ADCs [13]. Information on the small
molecule component can be obtained using
in vitro systems and include assessments of its per-
meability, enzymes involved in its metabolism
and whether it is a substrate/inhibitor of trans-
porters such as P-glycoprotein. However, for the
ADC molecule as a whole, the most commonly
used in vitro system is a plasma stability assay to
assess linker stability. Limited information on ca-
tabolite profiles could be obtained in vitro using
target expressing tumor cells where the ADC can
be taken up by the cells. For other organs such as
liver, lung etc., where the uptake of the ADCs into
the cells in the in vitro setting may be limited due
to a lack of target expression, it is difficult to
obtain comprehensive catabolite profiles that
would be similar to the in vivo situation. To better
assess distribution, accumulation and catabolism
of ADCs in these organs, in vivo studies may be
more appropriate.

Species differences

Similar to naked antibodies, the pharmacokinetics
of ADCs could also be species dependent, i.e. dif-
ferent in animals vs. humans [14]. This can stem
from both a specific target mediated clearance
process due to possible differences in antigen
binding, as well as a non-specific clearance pro-
cess such as differences in FcRn binding [15]. In
addition to known challenges associated with
naked antibody, ADCs have some additional
considerations such as linker stability and
deconjugation processes that may differ between
species. It is important to investigate any species
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
differences in pharmacokinetics and the mecha-
nisms of deconjugation and catabolism to ensure
translatability of pharmacokinetics data from
efficacy and toxicity in animal species to predict
exposure in humans and to estimate the therapeu-
tic index. Linker stability across species can be
assessed in in vitro plasma stability studies as well
as in vivo by comparing pharmacokinetics profiles
of different analytes that are described below.

Heterogeneity

Additional complexity is introduced due to conju-
gation of the small molecule component via a linker
resulting in a heterogeneous mixture of different
molecular species. The distinct structures of these
various molecular species are due to different drug
to antibody ratios, i.e. having a varying number of
drugs on each antibody, as well as different attach-
ment locations on the antibody, depending on the
conjugation chemistry utilized [11]. For example,
Kadcyla® which is conjugated via lysine residues,
and Adcetris® which is conjugated via cysteines
derived from reduced internal disulfides, both have
DARs ranging from 0 to 8. The DAR of an ADC can
influence its stability, solubility, antigen binding,
clearance and biodistribution, resulting in different
DAR species having distinct pharmacokinetics
behaviors [10,11,16,17]. Studies have shown that
ADCs with higher drug loads were cleared faster
than those with lower drug loads [10,17]. In addi-
tion, the tolerability of higher DAR ADCs was
also lower than the lower DAR ADCs. It is possi-
ble that this increase in clearance with the higher
DAR ADCs could result in the rapid delivery of
the ADC to normal organs, leading to toxicity
and hence less tolerability. Recent advances in
site-specific conjugation have made it possible to
control some of the heterogeneity by allowing
synthesis of ADCs with lower DARs ranging from
0 to 2 [11]. However, additional heterogeneity can
arise in vivo when the ADC undergoes biotrans-
formation via deconjugation and/or catabolism
resulting in multiple species with varying DARs
as well as various fragments and adducts.

Bioanalytical challenges

The presence of these multiple molecular species,
including the different DAR species, as well as
unconjugated drug and antibody, gives rise to
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
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Figure 2. Typical pharmacokinetic profiles of commonly
measured ADC analytes. Total antibody which measures both
conjugated and naked antibody; conjugated antibody which
measures antibody that has at least one drug attached to it; an-
tibody-conjugated drug which measures any drug still conju-
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several questions on the critical analytes to mea-
sure in order to appropriately characterize ADC
PK and elucidate exposure–response relationships
where different species could have varying contri-
butions to the efficacy and/or toxicity. The
dynamically changing nature of the mixture
in vivo including changing DARs and various
catabolites/adducts, etc. due to biotransforma-
tion, adds to the complexity of this analysis and
makes developing quantitative assays very chal-
lenging as different DAR species could behave
differently in the assays. Strategies and methods
for the bioanalysis of ADCs are still evolving,
although significant progress has been made in
recent years [18].
gated to the antibody; unconjugated drug which measures
drug that is not associated with the antibody
Tools to Assess Pharmacokinetics of ADCs

Bioanalytical methods

There have been great advances in the types of an-
alytical methods to measure the different compo-
nents of the ADCs such as the total antibody,
conjugated and unconjugated drug, DAR distribu-
tion, catabolites andmetabolites in variousmatrices
such as plasma, bile, tissues from in vitro or in vivo
studies depending on the different stages of drug
development and type of information desired
[18,19]. Commonly used methods are enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) and more
recently liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
assays (LC-MS). Some of the analytes used to assess
pharmacokinetics include total antibody (Tab: mea-
sures both conjugated and naked antibody), conju-
gated antibody (measures antibody that has at least
one drug attached to it), antibody-conjugated drug
(measures any drug still conjugated to the anti-
body) and unconjugated drug (measures drug that
is not associated with the antibody) [18,19]. Typical
PK profiles of these analytes are shown in Figure 2.
The information from the profiles of these various
analytes can provide insights into linker stability,
target mediated drug disposition, etc. and can be
used to assess exposure–response relationships.
For example, the comparison of the Tab and conju-
gated antibody analytes allows for an assessment of
linker stability, where the greater the separation the
greater the instability. Additional bioanalytical as-
says using LC-MS/MS methods have been
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
developed to assess DAR distribution and to
provide information into the products of
biotransformation pathways such as maleimide
exchange, adduct formation and the formation of
various other catabolites/metabolites [20–22].
Strategies for appropriate analytes to measure for
PK evaluation are discussed in depth in several re-
cent bioanalytical reviews [18,19].
Biodistribution methods

Investigation of biodistribution of ADCs to
various tissues, their accumulation and their
catabolite/metabolite profiles are important to
obtain a mechanistic understanding of the ADME
of ADCs. It is critical to understand the distribu-
tion of ADCs to tumor vs. normal tissues, espe-
cially when normal tissues could have low levels
of target expression, since that could possibly lead
to toxicity in those tissues [23]. One commonly
used technique to assess ADC biodistribution is
the use of radiolabeled ADCs (labeling either the
antibody or small molecule component) with tis-
sue cut and count techniques where the tissues
are harvested at various timepoints and radioac-
tivity is measured [23–26]. Commonly used radio-
active probes include 125I-labeled antibody which
reflects tissue uptake kinetics and 111In-DOTA
labeled antibody, a residualizing probe that is
charged and highly polar, causing it to accumulate
in cells if the labeled ADC is internalized. A radio-
label (3H or 14C) can also be applied on the small
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
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molecule component of the ADC [24]. Comparison
of the ADC biodistribution with that of the uncon-
jugated antibody or unconjugated drug can be
conducted to assess the impact of conjugation
on the antibody biodistribution. Other imaging
technologies that can be used in animals as well
as in clinical studies include single photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT) and positron
emission tomography (PET) imaging [26,27].

Pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics modeling

Linking the ADC PK to its response is useful in un-
derstanding how exposure can impact safety and
efficacy. This analysis can be used to optimize dose
and dose regimens to maximize efficacy while min-
imizing toxicity. Several PK/PD models have been
proposed for ADCs ranging from simplified com-
partmentmodels tomulti-scalemechanistic models
[28–31]. Challenges for developing PK/PD models
for ADCs include (i) multiple analytes for ADCs
with their distinct physiochemical properties
impacting distribution/elimination, (ii) dynamic
nature of the ADC with constantly changing DARs
in vivo, (iii) multiple elimination pathways such as
deconjugation and catabolism in addition to the
target-mediated drug disposition for the antibody
component, and (iv) possible immunogenicity that
can lead to anti-therapeutic antibody (ATA) forma-
tion. Asmore in vitro and in vivo data become avail-
able, both preclinically and clinically, these models
can be expanded and help in furthering our mecha-
nistic understanding of ADCs. These analyses can
also guide the choice of critical analytes to measure
in larger clinical studies.
PK Characteristics of Selected ADCs

Most of the ADCs in the clinical pipeline have tu-
bulin binding agents such as maytansinoids and
auristatins, or DNAdamaging agents as their cyto-
toxic components. The different mechanism of ac-
tion of these cytotoxins can impact their PK
drivers of efficacy and safety. Different types of
linkers, drug loads and conjugation chemistry
have been used with these payloads. The pharma-
cokinetics characteristics of selected ADCs in each
of these three categories are described in more de-
tail below. A recent report showed the clinical PK
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
comparison of selected ADCs from Phase 1 studies
using standardizedmethods across all studies [32].
Pharmacokinetics of maytansinoid ADCs

Maytansinoid payloads that are commonly used
are DM1 and DM4. The most advanced of the
maytansinoid ADC is the FDA approvedKadcyla®
(ado-trastuzumab emtansine), where DM1 (pay-
load) is conjugated to trastuzumab (anti-Her2 anti-
body, IgG1 isotype) via a non-cleavable thioether
linker (MCC) using lysine conjugation chemistry.
The average DAR is 3.5, however, the product is
heterogeneous having multiple species with DARs
ranging from 0 to 8. Kadcyla® showed linear
pharmacokinetics in mice and rats (non-binding
species) and non-linear pharmacokinetics in cyno-
molgus monkeys and humans (both binding
species) where the clearance decreased with an in-
crease in dose, possibly due to saturation of the
target at the higher doses [33–35]. In the Phase 1
study in patients with HER2-positive metastatic
breast cancer [35], at a dose of 3.6mg/kg given
intravenously (i.v.) every 3weeks, the PK parame-
ters of the ADC were as follows: CL of 12.9ml/
day/kg, half-life of 3.5days and volume of distribu-
tion at steady state (Vss) of 60ml/kg. Biodistribution
studies conducted in rats showed non-specific dis-
tribution to highly perfused organs without accu-
mulation in any organs [33]. Similar catabolites
were found in rat and human plasma from in vivo
studies and included trastuzumab, DM1 and linker
containing catabolites, MCC-DM1 and Lys-MCC-
DM1 [33]. Similar to Kadcyla®, other maytansinoid
ADCs using lysine conjugation such as SAR3419
(anti-CD19 IgG1 antibody conjugated to DM4 via
SPDB disulfide linker) and IMGN901 (anti-CD56
IgG1 antibody conjugated to DM1 via SPP disulfide
linker) showed similar tissue distribution to the
unconjugated antibody [7,33].

For maytansinoid-ADCs with cleavable disul-
fide linkers conjugated to an anti-Her2 antibody,
the ADC clearance in mice was found to be de-
pendent on the degree of steric hindrance of the
disulfide linkage, with the least hindered linker
(SPDP-DM1) having a higher clearance than the
most hindered linker (SSNP-DM4) [36]. In the
same study, clearance of the non-cleavable MCC
linker was comparable to that of the most hin-
dered disulfide linker (i.e. most stable linker,
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
DOI: 10.1002/bdd
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SSNP-DM4). The cleavable disulfide linkers also
produced multiple catabolites, some with in-
creased cell permeability which led to bystander
effects, whereby a cytotoxic agent released in one
cell diffuses to neighboring cells and exerts its ef-
fect [9,37]. This showed that the linker could im-
pact the type of catabolites formed and in turn
impact the activity of the ADC.

Pharmacokinetics of auristatin ADCs

Auristatin payloads that have been used for ADCs
include MMAE and MMAF. The most advanced
auristatin ADC is the FDA approved Adcetris®
(brentuximab vedotin), where MMAE (payload)
is conjugated to an anti-CD30 antibody cAC10
(IgG1 isotype) via a cleavable linker (MC-VC-
PAB) using maleimide chemistry to cysteines de-
rived from the reduction of interchain disulfides.
This has an average DAR of 4 with a heteroge-
neous mixture consisting of multiple DAR species
ranging from 0 to 8. The pharmacokinetics of
Adcetris® in a Phase 1 study was dose propor-
tional in the narrow dose range tested, and the
PK parameters at the maximum tolerated dose of
1.8mg/kg given i.v. every 3weeks were as fol-
lows: CL of 25.1ml/day/kg, half-life of 4.43days
and Vss of 117ml/kg [32,38].
Studies in mice and rats [10,17] using either

MMAE or MMAF MC-VC-PAB linked ADCs have
shown that ADCswith higher drug loads (DARs of
6 and 8) showed higher clearance and shorter half-
lives than ADCs with lower drug loads (DARs of
2 and 4). Higher DAR auristatin ADCs were also
less tolerated than lower DAR ADCs [17]. Use of
site specific conjugation with engineered cysteines
(such as Genentech’s THIOMAB™ technology
among others) can produce more homogeneous
ADC mixtures and eliminate higher DAR species
[11]. The conjugation site can impact the stability
and PK of the ADC, depending on the solvent ac-
cessibility and local charge at the site [39,40].
Tissue distribution studies with auristatin ADCs

in rodents showed similar distribution profiles of
the ADC to the unconjugated antibodywith a trend
towards slightly increased hepatic uptake [24,25].

Pharmacokinetics of DNA damaging ADCs

The DNA damaging agents as payloads used in
ADCs include calicheamicin, pyrolobenzodiazepines,
© 2015 Genentech Inc. Biopharmaceutics & Drug Disposition Published by
etc. These agents are very cytotoxic with different
mechanisms of action than the tubulin binding
agents and hence have a different spectrum of tox-
icity [41]. The more advanced calechemicin ADCs
are Mylotarg® (gemtuzumab ozogamicin), which
was approved by the FDA in 2000 and withdrawn
in 2010 over concerns of clinical benefit, and
CMC544 (inotuzumab ozogamicin). Both of these
ADCs have calicheamicin conjugated to an IgG4
isotype antibody (anti-CD33 for Mylotarg® and
anti-CD22 for CMC544) via an acid labile
hydrazone linker. These two calicheamicin ADCs
showed higher clearance values compared with
the other ADCs, which could be a combination of
various factors including the antibody, target, indi-
cation, linker, etc. [32]. In addition, theirMTDswere
lower, possibly reflecting the potent cytotoxicity of
calicheamicin. In a Phase 1 study, Mylotarg® at a
dose of 0.22mg/kg i.v. had a CL of 90.8ml/day/
kg, half-life of 3days and Vss of 300ml/kg [32,42].
CMC544 showed non-linear PK in a Phase 1 study
and its PK parameters at a dose of 0.045mg/kg i.v.
were CL of 91.2ml/day/kg, a very short half-life
of 0.71days and Vss of 89.1ml/kg [32]. The
biodistribution of a calechaemicin ADC, CMD-193
(anti-CD174 antibody conjugated to calicheamicin
via an acid labile hydrazone linker) was evaluated
in a Phase 1 study and compared with a previous
study using the parent unconjugated antibody,
hu3S193 [27]. The ADC showed faster clearance,
increased hepatic uptake and much lower tumor
uptake than the parent antibody, showing that
conjugation can have an impact on PK and
biodistribution. ADCs with other DNA damaging
agents such as pyrolobenzodiapines are still early
in the pipeline with limited data available [43].
Summary

Information on the pharmacokinetics and
biodistribution for ADCs using different linkers,
payloads and conjugation chemistry is increasing
as more molecules are evaluated both preclinically
and then advance into the clinic. In addition, the
field is rapidly moving ahead with new designs
in conjugation chemistry, novel linkers, as well
as novel payloads. While progress has been made
in gaining knowledge on ADC pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics, as more data become
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Biopharm. Drug Dispos. 37: 66–74 (2016)
DOI: 10.1002/bdd
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available, there should be increased understand-
ing of the mechanistic aspects of ADC disposition
and how it relates to efficacy and safety. Improve-
ments in current tools as well as new advance-
ments in technologies for bioanalysis, PK/PD
models and in vitro models, will help to answer
fundamental questions on the disposition of
ADCs and help to improve ADC design as well
as optimize dose and dose regimen for improved
patient benefit. Translation of PK/PD for ADCs
from in vitro systems as well as from animals to
humans, are key focus areas that will require our
sustained efforts. The strategies and PK consider-
ations for ADCs will continue to evolve as assess-
ment tools and technologies advance and more
data become available on diverse types of ADCs.
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